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Introduction

LEXER

This document describes details of additional functions and function
change of GD.findi and GD.findi Reactor released on 2018/6/15.
== Additional functions ==
The Kanban system to Agent model. ( to page3 )
The function simulating the synchronized production system.
( to page7 )
The function mapping arcs and ports. ( to page10 )
== Function changes and specifications changes. ==
The part ID's specification. ( to page12 )
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== Additional function ==
Agent model "Kanban_System."
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Agent model "Kanban_System."

Using "Kanban_System", you can simulation based on kanban method.
What is kanban production?
The production Kanban flow

1.When the part is taken out,
the production kanban is
released.

The withdrawal Kanban flow
1.Hold the withdrawal
Kanban and go pick up
the next part.

post-process

pre-process
2. Make parts as many
as instructed for
production Kanban.

2.Remove the
production kanban and
attach the withdrawal
Kanban.
3. Place the production kanban
on the parts and put it in the
storage place.

4.Remove the withdrawal
kanban when using parts.

3.Carry parts with the
withdrawal kanban to the
post-process.
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Conceptual diagram expressed by AgentModel.
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Concept of Agent model "Kanban_System"

pre-process store

The production Kanban post
unit.

post-process

Store unit

The production Kanban flow

The withdrawal Kanban
post unit.

The withdrawal Kanban flow
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Added Agent model "Kanban_System."

How to set “Kanban_system”The withdrawal Kanban post unit

The production instruction Kanban post unit
Place the port in the station giving the
production instruction and specify it with the
parameter of Agent.

The wait unit
In the parameter of Agent, specify the node
and carrier behaviors the carrier waits for.

pre-process store

Transport activity Assign
Kanban System asset to transport activity
between store and post process.

Place the port on the station where production
is carried out using the parts taken up by the
withdrawal kanban. Specify the port with the
parameter of Agent.

post-process

Store unit
Place the port on the station, that where parts to be
picked up by the withdrawal kanban will be collected.
Specify the port with the parameter of Agent.
(Create a station different from the previous process)

Process flow
Do not associate
processes with store.

Setting transport activity

Setting Agent parameter
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== Additional function ==
The function simulating the synchronized
production system.
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The function simulating the synchronized production system.
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Using Module, you can express the synchronized production system.
Expression of synchronous production such as belt conveyor becomes possible,
and it is possible to define both takt time of conveyor and working time of each
process.
Cycle time
10 seconds

Takt time Takt time
180seconds 180seconds

Cycle time
10seconds

Cycle time Cycle time
20seconds 10seconds

In the example shown above, the tact time of the belt conveyor is 180 seconds.
On the belt conveyor, there are two process ”Polishing” and “Inspection”. The
cycle time of “Polishing" is 20 seconds and the cycle time of “Inspection" is 10
seconds.
In the simulation, the takt time set in the module is prioritized than cycle time.
The production lead time is
10 seconds + 180 seconds + 180 seconds + 10 seconds = 380 seconds.
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Added the function simulating the synchronized production system. LEXER
How to set “Kanban_system”
Associate

Module type

Associate

How to set takt time
(180 seconds)

Add “@ Sync: 180”
to the module name.

Properties on modules
Set normal information.
Set the work element name for inputting
the module to "Elementally process for
input".
Set the element work name for outputting
the module to "Elementally process for
output".
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== Additional function ==
The function mapping arcs and ports.
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The function mapping arcs and ports.
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The transport port and the arc are automatically mapped (mapped) at the
modeling stage.
It is possible to confirm the correspondence between the conveying point and
the arc. The fanction made the rendering calculation time faster.
General-purpose lathe

The path arc corresponding
to the transfer point is
indicated by the dotted line.

Automatic
inspection
machine

When changing the passage arc to be
associated, please move the station,
transfer point, etc.

Automatic
inspection
machine
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== Function changes ==
The part ID's specification
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Changed the part ID's specification.
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By setting a common part ID to different products
and process, parts are shared between different
production processes.
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If you have any questions, please feel free to contact GD.findi support at mail.
E-mail : gdfindi_support@lexer.co.jp

http://www.lexer.co.jp/
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